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We are reimagining the 
Jewish people, the State  
of Israel, and Judaism  
itself as they should be.  

Invest In Jewish Ideas.
Invest In Jewish Life.
MAKE A GIFT AT SHALOMHARTMAN.ORG

Shalom Hartman Institute



INTERPRETING 
JEWISH IDEAS FOR TODAY

At the Shalom Hartman Institute, world-renowned 
scholars reinterpret Jewish texts, stories, and 
traditions to uncover wisdom that speaks to our 
current moment.

Whether Israel, politics, ethics, or religion, we 
grapple with big questions: Who do we want  
to be? What are we here to do? What are our  
core values and priorities? How can Torah 
strengthen Jewish peoplehood?

ADVANCING 
RELIGIOUS PLURALISM AND  
LIBERAL ZIONISM

We educate about the most complex issues: ethics 
of sovereignty, political polarization, minority rights. 
As Hartman ideas echo across communities and 
classrooms, publications and podcasts, we shape 
an agenda for the Jewish people.

 

TRANSFORMING 
SOCIETIES IN ISRAEL AND  
NORTH AMERICA

The Shalom Hartman Institute ensures that  
Judaism is a force for good in the world. Our 
programs transform the way leaders lead their 
communities. Our curricula transform the way 
educators teach their students. Our public 
programs and digital content transform the way 
people think and act. Our Center for Judaism  
and State is shaping Israeli policy.

ACTIVATING 
LEADERS TO CHANGE COMMUNITIES

We empower leaders to boldly envision what comes 
next and courageously guide their communities 
forward. Every leader we train carries the  
Institute’s ideas back to tens, hundreds,  
thousands of people at their synagogues, 
organizations, college campuses,  
schools, and summer camps. 

100 
scholars in Israel and North America  
producing cutting-edge ideas

4,000+
  

leaders delivering Hartman ideas  
to Jewish communities

1,000,000+
connections each year, online and  
in-person, with people around  
the world
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